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to understand what contents or tasks that users find are the most valuable from the current website.                 
This is for the purpose of getting richer information on what features should we keep when we                 
redesign the website.We think users’ normal routine with the website are part of the valuable content                
for users, but there could be other contents that users think are important, so we also asked directly                  
about their opinions on what they think are most valuable. Putting these two questions together, we                
were hoping to gain a more comprehensive views about what is valuable to users. 
 
Next, through Question 4 and 5, we hoped to understand users’ satisfaction level with the current                
website, specifically in terms of information finding. In details, we would want to know the aspects                
of the current web page that made the users have satisfied or unsatisfied user experience. With                
Question 6, we dig more into the problematic side of the website, and try to understand which feature                  
frustrated users the most about the current IA. And at the end, with Question 7, we were looking for                   
users’ ideas for improvement  
 

Limitation/challenge:  
There are some limitations in our study. Since we only chose four participants to conduct interview,                
the data we collected are limited and we may not gain a very comprehensive view. Another                
limitation is that we decided to conduct task performance prior to the interview. Most of the                
interview answers that participants provided are relevant to these two tasks because those are the               
contents that interviewees can refer to and recall quickly. Thus, the scope of the answers are                
narrowed and too focused. Interviewees might ignore some of the problems that are not in the tasks.  
 

Interview Summary  
 
After conducting interviews with all of four interviewees, we can notice that first-time users and regular                
users have distinct feedbacks by summarizing answers for each question. Finding out what and why the                
differences exist between two types of users provide valued enlightenments on redesign the website.  
 
For Question 1, two out of four interviewees are first-time users, one is a “sometimes” user, and the other                   
one is a regular user. For Question 2, regarding what does participants do with the website, all participants                  
reported that they use website to purchase tickets. In addition, two out of four participants also use the                  
website to gain movie information such as watch trailers and check what movies are showing in theaters.                 
One user mentioned that he used the website to active scene card, which is a entertainment rewards card.                  
One participants also reported that he checked out information about e-sport and corporate sales on the                
website as he is interested in these area.  
 
For Question 3, our group asked interviewees what they think are the most valuable about the Cineplex                 
website. Three out of four participants answered that filter search bar, which users can filter movies by                 
location, movie title, and dates, are the most valuable feature in Cineplex website. Filter search bar is                 
extremely helpful in saving purchase tickets time when user already knew which movie they want to                
watch. Regular-user participants who play around the website a lot also like the drop down menu (                 
“Refind Your Search” button) under the filter search bar including more filter options including genre,               
rating and experience that allow them to select movies among many options. However, the two new users                 
of the website wasn't able to locate this feature. and so Although participants thought that filter search bar                  
is the most valuable feature of Cineplex website, it needs lots of improvement in order to make it easily to                    
operate by all kind of users. Another valuable feature of the Cineplex website is the map feature on the                   
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Showtime and Theater web page. There is a map indicating the location of that specific theater beside                 
each theater information. However, two out of four users suggested that the map is not well-presented                
because each map only shows one theater and do not list out other nearby theaters. In short, our                  
participants indicate that the most important function for Cineplex website is to allow them purchase               
tickets online. The most valuable features that support this function are filter search bar on the homepage                 
and the location map on Showtime and Theater web pages.However, these two features require              
improvements for better user experience.  
 
For question 4, two first-time user participants reported the website did not help them find the information                 
they needed. When doing the tasks, those two participants felt extremely difficult to complete the task                
because they could not quite understand the logic of the searching function. In particularly, first-time               
users reported that the language selection for filtering Chinese movie was not available through genre.               
When choosing “foreign language” option from genre drop-down menu, users would have to choose a               
theater location in order to see what foreign language movies are available at this specific location. It                 
should be noticed that foreign language movies include various movies in Chinese, Korean, Japanese,              
Indian etc. In addition, every theater provides different kind of foreign language movies, which means               
users are impossible to locate a Chinese movie if they do not select a right theater from the beginning.                   
The Cineplex website assumes users who watch Chinese movies already knew which theater provides              
such service, and therefore is not quite friendly to the first-time users. Regular and “sometimes” users                
who had already known how the system worked agreed that the website helps them find the information                 
they need. Moreover, they thought the payment process is relatively easy and straightforward. Users              
follow the payment instruction step by step, and there is no way they can go wrong with the                  
process.However, regular users also evaluated that searching by language function in Cineplex website is              
hard to use and they took a long time to figure out how to select a Chinese movie.  
 
In term of the level of satisfaction (Question 5), two first-time user participants gave relatively low                
ranking such as 2 out of 10 and 5 out of 10. The other two participants who often used the website gave                      
the website higher ranking such as 7 out of 10 and 8 out of 10. When explaining the reasons for giving                     
such low ranking, first-time user participants described that the labeling was confusing. They thought              
“Rent and Buy” in the global navigation bar was where they can click to purchase tickets. In fact, “Rent                   
and Buy” will direct users to a sub-page where users can download or rent digital movies. They also                  
reported that there were too many information posted on the web which made them feel that finding                 
information was not straightforward and usually took lots of steps to locate the information they needed.                
Interestingly, regular users explained that giving high ranking was because they thought Cineplex website              
had lots of content for them to explore and collected information regarding to the new movies. They were                  
satisfied also because they valued the easy payment process when purchasing tickets and thought finding               
information was relatively quickly.  
 
In terms of question 6 which asking what frustrated users the most in using the website. Participants                 
already provided lots of details and relevant information in previous questions. To summarize the answer,               
our group listed six main aspects of user frustration. The first one is about location search. All four                  
participants talked about they could not search the location by user-preferred keywords. For example,              
participants could not search the location by entering landmark such as Eaton Center or by postcode.                
Also, as most users cannot recall the theatre names, they often do not match the location with the theater                   
name displayed on the webpage. Users often have problems to choose the right theater when purchase                
tickets and this frustrated them the most. The second major pain point is that the “Now Playing” list on                   
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homepage and under drop-down menu of filter search bar is incomplete. There are only limited number of                 
movies presented on homepage and under the drop-down menu (See appendix). Participants assumed             
those movies are the only available choices that are now playing in theaters. The complete list is                 
presented at the “Now Playing” webpage located under the drop-down menu of “Theater” in the global                
navigation bar. Participants are confused about why the “Now Playing” label that on homepage and under                
the “Theater” drop-down menu does not represent the same content.  
 
The third frustration point is that users need to go through lots of steps to find the information they need.                    
Most web pages in Cineplex website only present partial information, which is either location information               
or movie information. Those two sets of information are rarely presented at the same page. For example,                 
participants reported no matter they go through “ showtime” or “theatre” on the global navigation bar,                
they get exact same information, and they could not find movie information on either pages. Some                
participants complained that the labels on the web page created confusion and the label directed them to a                  
wrong webpage. Participants have to click one more time to see the movie list for each particular theater,                  
which is inefficient to use. The same problem happens in the “Now Playing” web page. Participants                
complained that they could not get location information on each movie title and they have to click two                  
more times to find which theater has the movie they want to watch. The fourth major problem that                  
frustrate participants is that there is not option for them to filter movies by country or by language.                  
Although, there is a “foreign language” option in genre drop-down menu, participants do not consider it                
as a useful filter option. The fifth pain point is that all the movies, include those foreign language movies,                   
have English movie title only. Users need to take lots of time to figure out the foreign language movies’                   
English title because usually they only know the movie name in its original language. The sixth                
frustration point needs improvement is that “ Refine your search” button as mentioned before. The search                
contains important feature, yet it is not visible to the two First-time user participants.  
 
For Question 7, we asks participants to provide three suggestions on how to improve the current website.                 
The participants’ answers can be categorized into three groups. The first group is about movie               
information display. Participants suggested that to have a short-cut for purchasing ticket below the “Now               
Playing” section on homepage to save time and be straightforward. Adding this features will help in                
achieving the business objective of the Cineplex, which is to make money and to sell movie tickets. Also,                  
participants indicated that they wanted to see more movie information displayed the “ now playing” list.                
They also proposed to add the original name beside foreign language movie, so that they can easily                 
recognize a Chinese movie or Japanese movie at the first sight. Some participants reported that the banner                 
advertisements should not be displayed at the top center of the screen as it distract users a lot. They also                    
proposed to place the “filter search bar” on the top to make it more obvious.  
 
The second group is about refining the filter search function. All participants mentioned to include               
“user-preferred” keywords in searching location such as by postcode, by landmarks, by region, by city or                
by country. This will allow users to filter theater in a comfortable way because users are more likely to                   
remember the landmark or vague location rather than precisely entering the theater name. Considering the               
multiculturalism policy in Canada, participants also thought that adding “language” or “nation” in the              
filter search bar would be a more user-friendly design for those who wish to watch foreign language                 
movies in Canada.  
 
The third group is about the global navigation bar. Participants wished to add “Now Playing” label beside                 
the “Theater” label instead of putting it as a sub-category under the “Theater”. Most participants did not                 
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think “Now playing” and “Theater” present the similar content, and therefore should separate them into               
two independent entities. Some participants brought the idea that to put three main labels which closely                
linked to the function of purchasing ticket at the top of the web page to serve as short cut. Considering                    
other entities on the global navigation is not moviegoing related, the participant also suggests to group                
these three labels together and create a new label called “Movie going”, so that it's more straightforward.  
 
When summarizing the interview results, our group tried to figure out what make the first-time users and                 
regular users to have such opposite answers. We hope by answering this question will help us redesign the                  
website in a way that is easy to be used by both first-time and regular users.  
 
2.3.2 Card Sorting  
 
Participant Description 
 
The participants selected for the card sorting activities are all undergraduate and graduate students from               
University of Toronto with an age between 21-28, as we considered it reasonable to assume that the                 
majority of the Cineplex website users are young adults who are more likely to possess basic knowledge                 
of and easy access to the Internet. We took multiple factors such as gender, age, educational background                 
and familiarity of the website into consideration, and endeavored to eliminate bias as much as possible by                 
balancing the gender, choosing students from various background and incorporating both first time user              
and users who have previous interaction with the website into the card sorting. We believe that first time                  
users can better reflect organization and labeling problems because they have no previous experience with               
the website and their minds are not accustomed to the existing information architecture framework              
compared to regular users. The instinct of the first time user regarding whether the labels are                
understandable at first sight and information organization appropriate is extremely valuable for finding             
out IA problems. 
 
Card  Overview 
 
In order to be objective and unbiased in this activity, we decided to use the exact same labels listed in the                     
global navigation bar of the Cineplex website. For example, in the drop down menu of the highest level                  
label “Event”, there are secondary level labels “Performing Arts”, “Film Series” and “Music, Sports and               
More”. Under each secondary labels lie several third level labels (each label can no longer be split into                  
more labels) such as “Stage “ and “Classic Film”. There are 38 such labels in total, besides, in order to                    
clarify the meaning of some labels not written in plain English (Such as UltraAVX and WWE), we wrote                  
down descriptions for each of them. The card content and descriptions are shown in the table below while                  
the raw data (card sorting result) of each participant is attached to the appendix. 
 
 
 
 

Card Name Description 
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Observation Notes for User’s Task Performance  
 
1. You are free on Friday evening after 6, can you use the website to find a movie you want to                     

watch ( please describe to us your thinking process)  
 
USER1:Task steps thinking process: specific movie--theater-- specific showtime  
 Cannot find location, cannot search location by keyword (eaton center) 
USER2”:now playing “to see what's currently on, “ bridget jones’ baby” , click buy ticket; then are forced                  
to enter location; search” bay” , couldn't find the location; search “ cn tower” , couldn't find, search                  
“toronto” --only see “ scotiabank” --but don't know where the scotiabank theatre is, --swtich back to                
toronto, then enter the time, see a list of movie, navigate through “refine your search” , search “ within                   
20km” , browse through the website--click on the map--but only see one theatre location on the map (                  
was expected to see all the theatre mapped out in the website--clicked on the location he like, try to                   
login--double check with the information; confused about the “ non-reserved” term ; processed, try to               
click on the payment options on that page but couldn't click, click on “ processed” , want to use interact                    
pay--click on the button under 
USER3:theater, find a theater, search postcode to find location but fail, then search for the list to find                  
theater and then find showtime, searching for movie, looking for the movie title, find showtime bar and                 
click and choose the time, process with no sense card to access payment page, search for ticket and                  
choose seat and process, input email address and agree, go to payment page and process payment  
USER4: i see the search bar, ( locatiation, movies and time) --so i go to time, i click frid ngiht; i don't                      
really care what i go or what to match, by clicking all movies, they give me a choice ( drop down), but                      
none of them seems interesting , so i probably won't go today. 
 
 
 
2. You want to watch a Chinese movie, you want to find out what Chinese movies are currently                  

available and at which theatre ( please describe to us your thinking process)  
 
USER1: Search chinese--no result  

  Go to Theater--coming soon--skimming--no result--give up 
USER2:” now playing” --” refine your search” --” genre” -- “south asia” / “ foreign language” --start date                  
--apply filter, saw three movies, couldn't find a chinese film--consumed by what it means by foreign                
language--try the “ south asia” --no information appear, go back to home page;  
Go to “ there “--try “ coming soon” ( think there many be no chinese film currently on so choice coming                     
soon” couldn't find  
Search “ chinese movie” then click go--couldn't find any information 
Search “chinese movie ‘ again-- see the drop down info, and click form the drop down directly, -- couldnt                   
find the location, try to search for the another movie-- saw “ foreign language” genre listed under the                  
movie information--no location appear , are confused about he couldn't find it when searching foreign               
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movie--no location appear ; picked another one;the user always go back to search bar to search for                 
another chinese movie  
 
USER3: already know the location because know which theater will offer chinese movie, and then               
browsing movie list. Find the chinese movie, and find showtime, choose time, buy ticket (use less time                 
than previous two users because know the location of the theater ) 
USER4: so i don't a chiese filter to see the chinese movie, so i cannot . wait i see the “ refine your search”                        
--so “ genre”, they don't have chinese in it ( see till C --chronological) ; experience ( Dbox), Location (                    
within 20 KM) ; i click “find showtime”, there's an error message to ask you enter a location , but i don't                      
know where, i don't want to limit by location, i don't mind go to other places. --so i go to top bar to see if i                          
can see chinese movie--i go to theatres, i click now playing, and then i see the filter, none of them apply                     
to language filter; so i go down to see if they have a chinese movie i can recognize, there is nothing on the                       
first page, there is nothing on the second page, find the chinese movie on the third page, but there is no                     
trailer for it. Click buy tickets--” error “ message again, ask you to enter a location again.so i enter a                    
location , they dont even give me a choice , so i enter TOR ( for toronto), the first option appeared is “                       
sociatbank theatre torotno”, so i clcike it, but there is no resulte ( the theatre does not play the movie) ; i                      
go back to enter “ toronto” , then there is movie result appeared. 
 
HTA Graphical Format 
for task 1 
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